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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
I congratulate our Student Council for their initiative
to produce the second Annual ACK Year in Review.
Last year, I had the pleasure of attending the first
Student Leadership Day on campus. I am delighted
that these events have become a regular feature
each semester and that 9 sub-committees of
Student Council have now been established. They
provide an important forum for students and staff
to meet and discuss how to further enrich the
learning and life experience for all at ACK.

INTRODUC TION
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ACK is a vibrant community of over 3000 individuals, and I wish you all
every success and happiness as we continue our life journey together.
Mr. Abdullah A. O. Al-Sharhan
Chairman, Australian College of Kuwait

I am delighted to announce the publishing of our
second edition of the ACK Year in Review and I
congratulate the students and staff who worked
together to compile and edit this exciting record of
our academic and other achievements during the
past year.
Kuwait has a rich diversity of cultures and
backgrounds and this is most evident here on
campus. This Year in Review is full of interesting and
exciting experiences by students and staff around the world. I am especially
proud that ACK has been able to offer educational and sporting tours in the
MENA region as well as to Europe and Australia. As one student wrote about
her experience, “I truly believe this trip was life-changing”.
College life is a very special time for any young person and here at ACK we
encourage all our students to not only excel in their studies but to also be
engaged within our various sporting and other activities. I was especially
pleased to see contributions from alumni in this edition. We hope that
through our Alumni and Career Placement Center, our beloved graduates
will remain actively connected to their alma mater.
My very best and personal wishes to everyone who is part of our ACK family.
Prof. Isam Zabalawi
President, Australian College of Kuwait
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The main goal of ACK is to “enable human potential within a culture of
care...”. We want our graduates to be well-rounded, responsible citizens
ready for successful careers that contribute to the community, and not just
graduate with a piece of paper. In this regard, I was impressed by the
stories included in this Year in Review related to the academic, community,
team and personal achievements at ACK and in the wider community.

THE PRESIDENT’S INTRODUCTION
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Sports, Events
& Activities
At ACK, students are encouraged
not only to achieve academic
excellence but to also take part in
sports and other extra-curricular
activities and events.

AC ADEMIA
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This section includes highlights
from students and staff relating
to sports, events, and activities.
Our Student Life Office invites
proposals from students to
establish any type of Club which
presently include a wide variety
of sports as well as music, art
and drama among others.
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WORLD
SPORTS INTERUNIVERSITIES
CHAMPIONSHIP IN
MILAN 2018
ACK
participated
in
the
“World
InterUniversities Championship – Euro
Milano 2018” held in Milan, Italy. The
tournament witnessed participations from
all over Europe, Africa, Middle East, Asia,
North and South America in the four-day
championship with approximately 2,500
university students!
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On this occasion, the Student Life’s
Manager, Mr. Basel Dana, stated: “I would
like to congratulate our students on this
participation. We are very proud of all our
athletes and wish them all the best.”
ACK congratulates all its athletes while
encouraging them to participate in sports
and health-related activities which will
benefit them in achieving their academic
and non-academic goals.
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Our college was the only university
participating from Kuwait and it was
represented by its male and female
Basketball teams, and female Volleyball
team.
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SPORTS

SAUD AL FAWZAN - SWIMMING WITH SHARKS
ARTICLE BY MOHAMMED HAMADAH - MEMBER OF
ACK STUDENT MAGAZINE
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During orientation with his students, Saud confirms that it is
the ones who are not scared of sharks that are the hardest
to teach. Their overconfidence leads them to make mistakes
underwater that may cause dangerous encounters with
sharks. They are also less likely to follow what may seem
as minor/detailed instructions and therefore invite trouble.
“Your fear of sharks is a good thing; you are in their territory,
in their habitat. Usually, sharks are just curious so stay calm”,
says Saud.

Saud decided to take a trip to South Africa which is known
to be the capital city of sharks. South Africa contains several
of the world’s most dangerous sharks. Saud contacted a
shark biologist there to increase his knowledge and was
welcomed to go to his house to learn more. From Kuwait,
it took 14 hours to reach the shark biologist’s house in
South Africa. In the mornings, Saud dove with sharks and
at night, he learned more and more about them. A month
later, Saud had enough knowledge about sharks to make
him understand how to handle sharks, but there is one thing
that never changed, from the beginning till the end, his fear
of sharks.

Sharks will attack when provoked or hungry, but they will not
attack if they smell your blood as Saud tested out. Saud was
wondering whether sharks would attack if there is blood and
it appeared to be false despite it being a common cause of
attack in movies. During one of his dives, Saud cut open two
bags of human blood next to an area where sharks were
swimming. The sharks were moving away from the blood
rather than being attracted to where it’s coming from. Saud
mentioned that he might be testing with fresh blood from
a small wound on the spot to see if there will be different
results.

The first time Saud dove with Tiger sharks, he was
accompanied by other divers and an instructor. The instructor
asked Saud if he was afraid of sharks, Saud responded with
an honest “yes”. The instructor told Saud that he should be
scared as it is fear that will help him survive and ensure
appropriate and well-thought reactions when in contact
with a shark.

Saud believed that dealing with sharks is simple. You need
to outsmart them. That takes training and patience. Sharks
always attack from behind, which is why Saud keeps a close
eye on them when swimming, so none sneak behind him
and attack. Saud has been swimming with sharks for a long
time and right now he is perfecting his skills and looking
forward to diving deeper into the subject after he graduates.
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Saud Al Fawzan is an Electrical Engineering student who
sought the thrill of diving with sharks. Saud dove with
sharks in the Caribbean and South Africa. He studied the art
of diving from instructors who work with National Discovery
and National Geographic. Later on, Saud became a scuba
diver instructor himself, teaching many people the ways of
the dive. One of the biggest concerns his students had were
sharks; what to do when one appears and so forth.
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ROCK CLIMB WITH ASCEND KUWAIT
ALI ABDULKARIM - FOUNDER OF ASCEND KUWAIT,
A ROCK CLIMBING ADVENTURE BUSINESS

I studied in Ireland for five years and part of the
experience was rock climbing. I was in the Rock
Climbing Club; one of my friends asked me to join. It
wasn’t that great in the beginning but the community
was really nice.
In Ireland, rock climbing was a growing sport. When
they opened new climbing gyms that’s when I
got into it. I started going three times a week. It
became a hobby and eventually I began to enter
college contests as well as national competitions. I
eventually became Vice Captain of the Rock Climbing
Club.

There are two possible rock climbing regions in
Kuwait. The first is ‘Mutla’ which is the highest point
in Kuwait at around 140 to 190 meters above sea
level. It’s made up of sandstone, but it’s more sand
than stone. It’s really just compacted sand and we
tried it for some minor rock climbing, but it was quite
dangerous.
The other region we went to was Khairan, which had
a somewhat mountainous hill. There were some
metal pieces there which we used to tie the rope so

I then started Ascend through my friends. They would
always ask me to organize trips to Oman and that’s
where I am now. After two years of rock climbing in
Oman, I started organizing trips for groups of four or
five and that’s how Ascend started.
We prioritize rock climbing as part of our adventures.
Briefly, on Thursdays, the team and participants
arrive in Muscat. We take around a 3-hour drive to
where we will be sleeping for the night. Once we
arrive, we set up the tents, serve dinner, then the
next day is where we start our activities. We divide
up the activities on Friday and Saturday and spend
them hiking, climbing, canyoneering and relaxing at
Wadi Al Arbaeen.
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When I got back to Kuwait, my aim was to introduce
it here. I started with a group called Kuwait Climbing,
which is basically climbing in Kuwait.

that people could try rock climbing safely. We did
two trips before but, unfortunately, it’s quite limited
here. You have to teach people because there are
no facilities; no places you can go to learn. Around
this time, my friend introduced me to rock climbing
in Oman. He organized a trip that went really well.

My aim is to get more people interested in rock
climbing and get funding for the sport. I have friends
who are planning to open a rock climbing gym
in Kuwait. Once it’s open, we’ll be able to teach
more people the basics of rock climbing so that the
community can grow and develop together.
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@ascend.kw

Photos by: BlueSquare Photography

FLY HIGH
SPORTS ABDULAZIZ SADEQ SKY DIVER
Pictured with the ACK Flag is future Alumnus,
Abdulaziz Saud Sadeq. Abdulaziz is a Civil
Engineering student who has a very thrilling
hobby. Skydiving, also known as parachuting, is
a sport in which athletes jump out of an airplane
at a certain altitude and perform acrobatic
movements in free fall. They then open their
parachutes to slow down and return safely to the
ground. Skydiving is considered to be an extreme
sport which takes a lot of courage but also gives
you an adrenaline kick.
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“I enjoy extreme sports! I believe in trying new
things and facing your fears. I’ve researched
skydiving and was grabbed by the videos and
information I found. I spoke to one of my friends
and he encouraged me to sign up and that was
the start of it all.” - Abdulaziz Sadeq.

TRAVELLING? Take the ACK Flag with you!
Pass by the Alumni & Career Placement Center in
Building 1 for more details.

EMPURIABRAVA, SPAIN - 2018
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Abdulaziz has been skydiving for over two years
now. Within the first year, he was able to complete
the C License (200 jumps minimum) from UAE
SkyDive.
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ACK STAFF CHILDREN’S SOCCER CLUB
SPORTS ORGANIZED BY THE HR DEPARTMENT AND
COACHED BY ALIA MOUSA
Based on requests from ACK staff, the HR Department
organized and launched the ACK Staff Children’s
Soccer Club this year coached by Ms. Alia Mousa.

SPORTS & E VENTS

The training timeframe was for a period of six weeks
with two sessions each week on Saturdays and
Tuesdays. As anticipated, the response was excellent
and the children had a great time. We look forward
to future activities!
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TEAM

FOOTBALL

CULTURAL WEEK
EVENTS BY THE PR & MARKETING DEPARTMENT
AND STUDENT LIFE
Organized by the PR & Marketing Department and Student Life,
ACK’s Cultural Week took place from the 13th to the 15th of March
2018 as a way to bring our diverse community of students and
staff together. Various countries participated including Kuwait,
Australia, Lebanon, Palestine, Egypt, China, Pakistan, and Syria.
Each country’s stall was more enthusiastic and colorful than the
other. A lot of the stalls brought in food or sweets from their native
country to give the attendees a taste of their culture. The PR &
Marketing Department also arranged live shows/performances
representing the participating countries and their authentic style.
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The Chinese cultural team has been one of the active teams in this
event. Its team members have creatively displayed the Chinese
culture, distributed books and explained the characteristics of the
culture. They translated students’ names in Chinese calligraphy
and attracted more than 300 students. The traditional medical
treatment methods such as Chinese traditional acupuncture,
massage and cupping also attracted many teachers and students.
The most eye-catching was the performance of Chinese cultural
shows. More than a dozen traditional performances with unique
characteristics have brought the cultural festival activities to its
peak.
Through these cultural activities, ACK students have understood
more about the characteristics and differences in the cultures of
various countries.

I am always thankful to Student Life for their
regular Cultural Days on campus. At these events,
it is wonderful to see the tremendous pride that
our students have regarding their heritage from
many different countries and cultures. Such
gatherings provide an important opportunity for
everyone on campus to share the richness of our
unity and diversity. Of course, for me, it is a special
occasion to showcase my homeland, Australia.
Unfortunately, it is a long way geographically
from Kuwait but is forever present in our name.
I am very happy that ACK offers all students
the opportunity to visit Australia through our
educational tours which are organised by ACK’s
Office of International Cooperation. The stories I
heard from students who took part in our last tour
reminded me of the beauty and vastness of the
land ‘Down Under’.
ACK students have the opportunity to continue their
postgraduate studies in Australia and I strongly
encourage everyone to consider this learning and
life experience. Where else in the world can you
stroll past kangaroos grazing on the football field
as you walk to class?
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Mr. Stephen Gang on China’s Participation

PUTTING THE ‘A’ IN ACK
EVENTS BY CHRIS PICONE, SENIOR MANAGER - OFFICE
OF THE VPAC
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ACK participated in the
2018 Kuwait Aviation Show
at Kuwait’s International
Airport. Over 40,000 visitors
attended the four-day show.
A total of 144 international
and local companies including
57 aircraft participated.
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KUWAIT
AVIATION SHOW
2018
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MOTHER’S DAY
EVENTS BY THE PR & MARKETING DEPARTMENT

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
EVENTS BY THE HR DEPARTMENT

The PR & Marketing Department
organized a lovely appreciation event
for our students’ mothers in celebration
of International Mother’s Day.
Joined by their mothers, our students
shared a touching video featuring them
expressing their love for their mothers.
The video was created by the Marketing
team and received wonderful feedback
from ACK students, faculty and staff.
Click here to watch the video!

SPORTS & E VENTS
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Additionally, there was a group photoshoot of all
ACK female staff members and selfie cards were
shared to commemorate the event.
The theme for this year was “Press for Progress”.
Selfie cards included messages to empower

women’s involvement in society such as:
•
•
•
•
•

I will challenge stereotypes and bias;
I will maintain a gender parity mindset;
I will influence the beliefs and actions of
others;
I will celebrate women’s achievements; and
I will forge positive visibility of women.
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The International Women’s Day on 8th March 2018
was celebrated at ACK. This year, as an element
of surprise, a flower and a brownie were placed
on the female staff members’ workplace early
morning before their arrival by ACK’s very own
Employee Relations team.
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ACK CAREER FAIR 2018
EVENTS BY THE ALUMNI & CAREER PLACEMENT CENTER
Student Support and Alumni, inaugurated the Fair with
the traditional ribbon cutting ceremony and opening
remarks welcoming all guests and visitors, thanking
the participating companies, and encouraging students
and alumni to take this unique opportunity to connect
with potential employers. The Opening Ceremony was
followed by an official tour of the booths, awarding each
participating company with a token of appreciation.

SPORTS & E VENTS
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The guest of honor, Mr. Bandar Al-Rashed, Assistant
Secretary General for Manpower and Government
Restructuring Program (MGRP) and on behalf of ACK,
Prof. Isam Zabalawi - President, Dr. Usameh Jamali Advisor to the Chairman, Engineer Sager Abdullah
Al-Sharhan - Deputy Managing Partner - Industry, Dr.
Abdullah Karkouh - Vice President of Administrative
Affairs, and Dr. Jasem Hajih - Senior Manager of

Companies

3,000
Visitors

The Alumni and Career Placement Center organized
the Fair and the Manager of the Center, Dr. Zeina
Nehme, declared the 2018 Career Fair a huge success,
attracting a total of about 3,000 visitors on both days.
In addition, she was delighted to see major interest
from companies in ACK students and alumni.
On this occasion, the College thanked all participants
and attendees and especially the Platinum Sponsors:
Kuwait Finance House (KFH), National Bank of Kuwait
(NBK), Boubyan Bank, Limak Insaat Kuwait S.P.C.,
Ooredoo Kuwait and the Gold Sponsors: Manpower and
Government Restructuring Program, Schlumberger,
National Aviation Services (NAS), Kuwait International
Bank, AL Wazzan Catering Co., and Jassim Transport &
Stevedoring Co. K.S.C.C. (JTC).
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The Australian College of Kuwait (ACK) held its 2018
Career Fair on March 19th and March 20th of this year
on campus, at the Aviation Hangar. The Fair hosted a
total of 43 leading companies from different sectors
in Kuwait to provide multiple networking, career, and
internship opportunities for its students and alumni.

43
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KUWAIT NATIONAL & LIBERATION DAYS
EVENTS CELEBRATIONS
BY THE PR & MARKETING DEPARTMENT
The Australian College of Kuwait (ACK) celebrated
Kuwait’s National Day of Independence as well
as its Liberation Day on campus. The event was
attended by ACK students and staff members
to express their love for their country and to
symbolize unity under the nation’s colors.

SPORTS & E VENTS
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The PR & Marketing Department looks forward
to celebrating future National and Liberation
days with ACK’s community!

Ms. Nadeen Abbas arranged for Dr. Ahmad Al-Shatti, the Deputy Chairman of Zain group to give a presentation
during a Change Management class on Tuesday 3rd April 2018. As part of ACK’s goal to offer practical teaching for
students and because one of the learning outcomes for the Change Management unit is ”Lessons from successful
change agents”, Dr. Ahmad shared his experience in implementing Kotter’s 8 steps for change in Zain Jordan while
he was the CEO of Zain Jordan. It was an excellent presentation and Zain Jordan was used as the main case study
for the unit.
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Organized by ACK’s PR & Marketing Department,
students and staff members were treated to a
wonderful week-long program of celebrations.
On Sunday, students celebrated culture with a
traditional Kuwaiti band and tent. On Monday,
students showcased their talents in the form
of paintings of Kuwait. On Tuesday, ACK’s
community was invited to a cultural food buffet
in the garden area by Building 1. Wednesday
included various games and activities. Finally,
the band “The Concert” and Singer Fahed
AlSalem held a wonderful concert Thursday
night to express their love for Kuwait.

DR. AHMAD AL-SHATTI, DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF
EVENTS ZAIN GROUP, VISITS ACK
BY NADEEN ABBAS, INSTRUCTOR DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING
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EVENTS

ACK STUDENT LEADERSHIP DAYS
BY CHRISTINE PICONE, REGISTRAR

EVENTS

ACK’S SECOND AND THIRD LEADERSHIP DAY
BY SAPHEYA AFTIMOS, TEACHING ASSISTANTSCHOOL OF BUSINESS
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After completing her Business Bachelor’s
Degree, Madonna launched her own
women’s spa business called Biosphere
that now has four branches around Kuwait
employing more than 150 staff. Madonna
therefore knows first hand what it is like to
start a new business, market and expand
it successfully and manage a considerable
workforce. The College is most fortunate
that Madonna generously gives her time
on a regular basis to come back to her
Alma-Mater to help students prepare for
their own futures.

I was pleased to be part of the second and third ACK Leadership Days which were held on 18th November
2017 and 10th March 2018. Various sub-committee teams put forward creative and great ideas that can be
implemented to contribute to enhancing the spirit at ACK.
I was very proud to be part of the “Hall of Fame” sub-committee, as I enjoyed seeing our current ACK
students and alumni participate enthusiastically to develop a plan to display all academic and non-academic
achievements done by our students. In the two photos captured, you can see the intense discussion of our
outstanding ACK students and alumni contributing their ideas to complete the proposed action plan and
presentation.
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I had the special pleasure during this
past year to continue participation in the
regular Student Leadership Days. I wish
to express my own personal gratitude
to our alumni who give up their time to
attend these sessions and share their postACK experiences with current students
and staff. In this regard, at the Fall 2017
Student Leadership Day, I sat at the ‘Social
Media’ discussion table and in doing so
had the opportunity to catch up with one
of our truly outstanding alumni, Madonna
Al Ghanim (pictured in the photo on the
left).
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ACK’S INNOVATION &
EVENTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP TOUR 2018
BY THE ACK OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
ACK held its first Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Tour this year. Coordinated by the ACK Office of
International Cooperation and sponsored by ACK,
five motivated business and engineering students
were given the opportunity to visit the United Arab
Emirates, to learn first-hand about the innovation
and entrepreneurship initiatives in the UAE, many
of which also support entrepreneurs and innovators
in the MENA region.

SPORTS & E VENTS
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One of the tour’s highlights for the the students
was the opportunity to meet entrepreneurs, Ross
Milton (Arabian Business Magazine’s StartUp
Entrepreneur of the Year 2017) and young Emirati
entrepreneur, Khadija Behzad. The students
learned about their entrepreneurial journeys and

The students also travelled to Abu Dhabi to
attend Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week (the largest
sustainability gathering in the Middle East) to visit
the exhibition and hear live presentations from
international innovators at the Climate Innovation
Exchange. Following the international event, the
group headed to Masdar City to experience the
driverless cars, eco-villa and other innovations,
making it one of the world’s most sustainable ecocities. The jam-packed day then then finished with
a visit to the new Louvre Abu Dhabi.
“I truly believe this trip was a life-changing trip.
My favourite part of the tour was having the
chance to meet with leading business figures
and we will definitely use their advice”, said
Engineering student, Maria. Business student
Maha, continued by saying, “I can say that this trip
has taught me a lot, helped to change my mindset
and I’m so passionate now about innovative ideas.
I recommend students apply for this tour in the
future”.

Mr. Ross Milton at Bounce

Dubai Technology Entrepreneurship Centre

Students at Dubai’s The
Frame

Students at Astrolabs

Students at Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week

Students at Masdar City Eco
Villa
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The busy four-day program included visits to
Dubai-based entrepreneur hubs such as Astrolabs
(the only Google technology hub in MENA) and
innovation centers such as the Huawei Innovation
OpenLab Experience Center, designed to showcase
technology innovation in a range of industries. The
trip also included a visit to Dubai’s newly opened
tourist attraction, The Frame, where the students
watched a fascinating presentation about Dubai’s
vision for the future.

had the chance to ask lots of questions. “The
advice and tips given by the entrepreneurs was
one of the most valuable parts of the whole tour
for me”, said Talha.
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ACK ENGINEERING STUDENTS VISIT
EVENTS KUWAIT’S 1ST MAJOR CONCENTRATED
SOLAR POWER PLANT
A group of ACK Electrical and Mechanical Engineering students and faculty was given the first-time privilege
of accompanying the Australian Ambassador to the State of Kuwait, His Excellency Jonathon Gilbert, to
Shagaya Renewable Energy Park, the first major solar power plant in Kuwait.
Experts from Kuwait Institute of Scientific Research (KISR) and Australian engineering company, Worley
Parsons welcomed Australian Embassy staff, and ACK students and faculty to Shagaya to tour the Concentrated
Solar Power Plant, Photovoltaics Solar Energy and the Wind Power Plant, and to learn about the park’s solar
and wind power capabilities designed to support Kuwait’s goal of utilizing clean energy.
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Receiving the Workplace Health & Safety Briefing from
Manuel before going out to the field.

A close-up look at the 50MW Concentrated Solar Power
Plant with Worley Parsons.

Learning about the Solar Photovoltaics Plant with
Australian engineering company, Worley Parsons.

A conversation about the benefits of wind power at
the Shagaya Wind Power Plant.

Group photo at the Shagaya Wind Power Plant.
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The students were delighted to meet with key experts and have the opportunity to discuss the future of
sustainable energy in Kuwait.

Group photo at the 50MW Concentrated Solar Power
Plant with Australian Embassy staff including H.E.
Jonathon Gilbert and experts from KISR and Worley
Parsons.
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INJAZ COMPANY PROGRAM COMPETITION
EVENTS BY ROLA MOURDAA, SENIOR INSTRUCTOR DEPARTMENT OF MARKETING
On 20th April 2018, ACK students won the Injaz “Company Program” Annual
Competition for High Schools and Universities in Kuwait. ACK students participated
under the company named ‘KUN’ or ‘Be Yourself’. Students worked over a 6 months
period, after classes and during their weekends, to finalize their entry.
The requirements for the competition included designing a company from scratch,
starting with the need to raise capital, developing the product, marketing and
selling, HR organization, tracking financials and finally closure of the company with
dividend distribution. The students assembled all their information and data into a
formal business report, as well as preparing a booth to showcase their products.
The KUN team had to compete against other universities through their presentation
as well as participate in an intensive interview with the judges.

SPORTS & E VENTS
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ACK students outperformed their competitors in all aspects and as a result of their
hard work over an extended period, they secured 2 prizes: Best Social Impact Award
and Best Company Award for the Year 2018.
ACK Mentor, Ms. Rola commented that the ACK students epitomized one of ACK’s
core values of enabling human potential within a culture of care. ACK will now
represent Kuwait in the Regional Competition to be held in November 2018.
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The motivation behind the KUN business idea was to revive the richness and
beauty of the Arabic Language through handmade arts, designs and calligraphy.
It aimed to spread the power of identity and create a mindset that cherishes the
language, civilization and tradition of a rich culture and invite people of curiosity
to reflect on their vast cultural wealth. The students who represented ACK were:
Adel Al Khulaifi, Mohammad Ayman Zaher, Kermel Essa, Shahad Dawara, Mahsa
Rahimi, Zainab Huseni Jabla, Mohammad Hamadah, Maisam Khazal and Ahmad AlBehbehani. Students received mentor guidance from ACK faculty member Ms. Rola
Mourdaa, and Mr. Ahmad Nagi from the industry.
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ٍSCHOOL OF BUSINESS ANNUAL
EVENTS CELEBRATION DINNER
SUCCESSES & ACHIEVEMENTS 2017-2018

2ND COMPETITION FOR INNOVATION &
EVENTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN SMALL & MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES
On 2nd May 2018, the School of Business organized the
ACK 2nd Competition for Innovation & Entrepreneurship
in Small & Medium Enterprises. The competition
hosted Prof. Hussain Al Talafha, Deputy Director
General, Arab Planning Institute, Dr. Hamad Al Hasawi,
Secretary General, Kuwait Banking Association and Mr.
Abdul Aziz Al Hazza from National Fund for Small and
Medium Enterprise Development. The speakers talked
about the importance of small & medium businesses
and their positive impact on the private sector and
Kuwait Economy as whole.

SPORTS & E VENTS
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The winner of the first place was Ms. Fajer Al Qenai for
her idea of “Every Drop Counts” that discusses a new
way to save water. Awards were given to the winners
of the first five places in order to encourage students
to think and act in an innovative way.
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The Keynote speaker was Dr. Joachim Timlon from
the University of Applied Sciences for Management
and Communication - Vienna, Austria who spoke
about the importance of added value and the
method of delivering it to customers through having
enough resources. In the competition, 15 groups of
students from the School of Business and School of
Engineering presented their business ideas which
provided solutions to existing environmental, social,
educational and business problems.
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MYPRINT NAMING COMPETITION
EVENTS “NETPRINT”
The MyPRINT division of AMAS Projects Department hosted a competition to name the new remote printing
service. This competition drew hundreds of entries from students through social media and ended successfully
with the handing out of the prize (iPhone X) to the winner, Instagram Account “@shoddii_s”.

BLOOD DONATION DAY
EVENTS BY THE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
DEPARTMENT
On 12th November 2017, the Australian College of Kuwait
(ACK) organized a Blood Donation Day on campus in
collaboration with the Central Blood Bank of Kuwait.
Arranged by ACK’s Occupational Health and Safety
Department, the Blood Donation Day brought together
students, faculty, and staff from around the college to
support the theme, “Every Drop Matters”. Donors were
greeted with a quick quiz arranged by students relating
to the types of blood and compatible blood type donors.
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Whether you were able to donate, came in with a
colleague to show your support, came to donate after
the blood bags have ran out and weren’t able to donate,
or just stopped because you saw our tables outside
the Auditorium, your time and donations are greatly
appreciated.
Due to high level of engagement, further Blood Donation
Days will be scheduled to encourage students and raise
awareness concerning the importance of regular blood
donations.
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The Central Blood Bank used up all the blood bags that
were available. They shared their heart felt appreciation
toward ACK’s community for having one of the highest
numbers of donors from educational institutions in
Kuwait.
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RECYCLING DAY - SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
EVENTS BY THE PR & MARKETING DEPARTMENT

During the month of October 2017,
ACK’s PR & Marketing Department set
up and organized various activities
around campus for students, staff and
faculty to support breast cancer. Pink
balloons, bracelets, giveaways and
informative flyers were distributed
to raise awareness. Students were
very excited to volunteer in different
booths for this heart warming event.

Organized by ACK’s PR & Marketing
Department, Engineering students held a
Recycling Event on 5th April 2018 at ACK’s
Aviation Hangar. The aim of the event was
to engage students in learning about the
environmental benefits of recycling, to
promote community re-use and recycling
initiatives, and reduce what we add to the
waste stream.

Breast Cancer is defined as abnormal
growth of cells lining ducts or lobules
or the remaining tissues of the breast.
This abnormal growth leads to the
emergence of cancer cell that could
spread through the lymph system
of the breast to other organs. Early
detection can save your life.

Petroleum and Civil Engineering students
under the supervision of Dr. Rana
Malhas from the Petroleum Engineering
Department and Eng.
Sana Al-Azzeh
from the Civil Engineering department
participated with their projects. The guest
visitor was Engineer Sanaa Al Ghemias
from Omniya.
Different ideas were presented like smart
motor, stereo tire, recycled wooden chair,
recycled vacuum cleaner,
sustainable
heater, agricultural robot, solar energy
generator, sustainable concrete blocks,
solar oven, mini bulb man, and decorative
side lamps all totally made from recycled
materials.
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ACK GOES PINK
EVENTS BY THE PR & MARKETING DEPARTMENT
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Fine Arts
This section is especially
included to encourage
personal contributions
of photography, artwork
and short stories.
These
pursuits
are
largely individual and we
encourage the creative
side of present and past
students. We are also
very happy to showcase
contributions from our
dedicated staff.
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EILAF
ASHKANANI
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MAISAM
KHAZAL
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FINE ARTS | ARTWORK

ART GALLERY
SPRING 2018
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YASMEEN MERYACH
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FINE ARTS | PHOTOGRAPHY

ABDULAZIZ AL TAMMAR
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ABDULAZIZ AL TAMMAR
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FINE ARTS | PHOTOGRAPHY

ABDULAZIZ AL TAMMAR
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ABDULAZIZ AL TAMMAR
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FINE ARTS | PHOTOGRAPHY

ABDULAZIZ
AL TAMMAR
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FINE ARTS | PHOTOGRAPHY

AFSAH ABDULLAH
PAKISTAN
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YAMAMA AL SABAH
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MAHRAN SERAIDARIAN
GARNI TEMPLE - ARMENIA
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TAIBA
ALMAQATE
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ICELAND
BY DR. ANDRI OTTESEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR –
MANAGEMENT
Cleanest, healthiest, happiest, most renewable and most
Equal Country in the world, but who would want to come
to a country that has such a cold name as Iceland.
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It is also true that no other country has scored higher
for a longer time than Iceland in the United National
Development Program Happiness Index than Icelanders.
The reason for that is attributed to extremely large
intake of fish oil that Icelanders drink instead of taking
it in pills like other countries do. They say that is their
way to survive through the long and dark winter with
only 4 hours of sunlight in Decembers. They also sleep
almost 3 hours more than they do in the summer as they
have 22 hours of daylight – Not a good place to do the
Ramadan fasting unless you want to fast for 22 hours in
the summer time.

Iceland is the most gender equal country with about
50% of the congress member being female. The Prime
Minister is a female mother of 3 and the Chief of Police
is a woman. They even passed a law that made it equal
to pay either gender less for similar jobs and the burden
of proof is on the employer. That is, the employer has
to prove it to the government that they are not paying
women less for the same jobs. However, gender laws
are illegal so fathers get equal amount of vacations as
mothers do. That is 3 months for the mother, 3 months
for the father and 3 months that either of them can
take. There is even a law that for every company over
50 people, there has to be at least one third of either
gender on the board of the company.

Last year, Dar Al-Athar
Al-Islamiyah screened a
film entitled Samsara at
their Yarmouk branch. At
that night, I was feeling
pretty much exhausted
from work. I had recently
been promoted to a
new advising role, and
with new roles, come
bigger responsibilities.
I almost canceled my
plan to go see the film,
but fortunately, my will
to go see it was greater
than my fatigue. What interested me to see it was the
fact that Samsara was filmed over the course of nearly
five years in twenty-five countries. The filming took
place in five different continents. A great effort like this
one certainly deserved my support, at the least.
What I personally loved about the film was its
resemblance of a beautiful stream of consciousness; in
its course of imagery, the film tells a story about human
nature. As each image starts to fade out, a small part
of that fading image becomes the integral part of the
next image. Samsara is a film that mainly deploys music
to take us on a beautiful and artistic journey to diverse
worlds of sacred entities, spiritual grounds, demolished
areas, and industrial zones.

The film starts with a dynamic image of a group of monks
creating a delicate and intricate colored sand canvas;
in the background, underage boys carefully observe
this activity. However, the same canvas gets ruined at
the end of the film by the same people that created it
in order to symbolize the chaotic nature of humanity.
Nothing is stabilized; people and things are always in
flux.
The Film Director, Ron Fricke, also deploys the
juxtaposition technique, through which one frame shows
a group of fully covered women standing in front of a
poster that shows 4 to 5 men in their swimsuits. Another
image that I remember as one of the most vigorous
scenes in the film is of a man who appears well poised,
dressed in a suit in his office; however, this static figure
is quickly changed into a disturbed human being. In my
humble opinion, this sudden alteration is implemented
in the film only to represent that nothing stays the same
and that there is often a contrast between appearance
and reality.
I highly recommend watching the film. The Imdb website
gave it 8.5/10; I give it a solid 9.
Written by a passionate learner of life,
Fajer Al-Rashid
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It is true that the air quality in the Capital of Iceland is
the best in the world but that is mainly because it is
very small, indeed smaller than Salmiya. It is also true
that women in Iceland have the highest life expectancy
but that too is maybe that the average temperature
throughout the year is only 6 degrees or slightly higher
than in a refrigerator so it will keep everybody well
preserved. Luckily for an Icelander, as it is a live volcanic
island, they can drill down almost everywhere and get
hot thermal water that all the houses use to heat up and
they can have outdoor sulfur water swimming pool in
every neighborhood and hot tubs in many gardens.

It is moreover the most renewable country in the world
with 85% of its energy coming from waterfalls and
hot water (hydro and thermal power). The only fossil
fuel used is in transportation. Iceland aims to be 100%
renewable as one of every 4 cars imported is an electric
one. They drive on methane that is recycled from the
dump yards and methanol that is recycled from factory
CO2.

MY THOUGHTS ON SAMSARA, THE FILM
BY FAJER AL RASHID, SENIOR INSTRUCTOR - ELP
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SUMMER IN EDINBURGH
BY LAILA ALAMMAR, INSTRUCTOR - ELP
The sky is a rich blue. The clouds are thick and white, drifting lazily across
the sky. There is the occasional rain shower that drops unexpectedly. The
parks are green and full of flowers and life. Circus acts roam the streets—
some are jugglers, some throw flaming torches, some twist and turn their
bodies in impossible ways. On the high street, there is a man doing a
head stand with his head in a bucket. Summer has come to Edinburgh,
and with it, the Fringe Festival.
Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland, and every summer, a massive festival
takes over the entire city. Every shop and café and theater is turned into
a venue, hosting comedy shows, plays, musical acts, circus shows and
everything in between. Most shows do free previews on the street, and
the city is full of happy people enjoying the atmosphere.
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I return to the city each and every year to enjoy the festival. In addition
to shows, exhibits and events, my main reason for going is to attend the
Edinburgh International Book Festival, which happens in the middle of
August. Edinburgh is the first UNESCO City of Literature, so it’s no surprise
that writers love going there. The Book Festival is one of the biggest
literary festivals in the world, and every year, major writers attend to
promote their books, including Irvine Welsh, David Mitchell, Margaret
Atwood, and many others.
For a book lover like me, there is no better place to be.
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Each night, the castle at the top of the hill in the center of the city is lit up
with a splendid firework display lasting for half an hour. People all over
the city stop what they’re doing and spill out onto the street to watch.
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THE GREEN GREEN GRASS OF HOME
BY TASNEEM HASAN, INSTRUCTOR - ELP

LIFE BY
FATMAH SHAMSAH
What does life really mean to us? Where do we start from? What
dreams are we captured by? And where do we picture ourselves
standing?
Is it a stage? Maybe on top of a mountain somewhere, or just
simply laying on one of Los Angeles’ beautiful beaches.
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Wales, the stunning backdrop to the other half of my identity. Breathtaking
scenery, splendid castles, stunning coastal lines and majestic mountain peaks
are just a few of the images that pop into my mind when I think about
‘home’. The name Wales actually comes from the Welsh word ‘gwalia’,
meaning in English ‘Homeland’. In fact, I couldn’t come from two more
opposite homelands. I am half Kuwaiti and half Welsh but have ended up
living most of my life here, in the desert, leaving the rolling green hills and
meandering rivers behind me. I am always asked which side of my identity
I identify more with, but always proudly answer – both. The dilemma I face,
however, is one which resonates with most hybrids and that is: when I am
here I miss there and when I am there I miss here. So, as the academic year
has come to an end and the summer holiday is upon me, I can already smell
the fresh Welsh air beckoning me, ready to welcome me back home.

The well-known story of “Alice in Wonderland” is very applicable
to our thoughts and dreams. When Alice steps over to wonderland
and experiences this one extraordinary adventure, only to discover
that it was nothing more than a dream.
A good plan could bring out miracles to the world we’re living in.
Good planning begins with two powerful words, determination
and patience. We have all heard of those phenomenal people
who followed their dreams and brought creativity, inventions and
discoveries to our world. If we can only have their determination
to unleash our abilities that are hidden deep down and turn those
dreams into a reality.
“A dream doesn’t become reality through magic; it takes sweat,
determination and hard work”. So what are we waiting for? Let’s
make those changes now and start living our dreams.
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Yes, we’re all dreamers at the end. We tend to visualize and
come up with different scenarios in our own minds. There is a
fantasy that is created by us. A fantasy that aims for love, beauty,
attention, fame, popularity, intelligence and so much more of
what mankind craves.
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Academia
In keeping with the experiential
approach to learning adopted
at the Australian College
of Kuwait, all students are
involved in team or individual
projects that demonstrate
applied knowledge and skills.
This section includes academic
related contributions from
various students and staff
that show the diversity of the
projects that are undertaken at
all levels and within different
programs of study.

SOE

GRADUATION PROJECT EXHIBITION 2017/2018
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
During the 2017/2018 academic year, two special events took place at the end of Fall
2017 and Spring 2018 to showcase the graduating students’ final year projects. The School
of Engineering organized the 7th and the 8th Engineering Students’ Graduation Project
Exhibition at Sheikha Salwa Sabah Al-Ahmad Hall at Marina Hotel. The 7th Engineering
Students’ Graduation Project Exhibition was on Wednesday, 6th December 2017, and the
8th Exhibition was on Thursday, 3rd May 2018, under the patronage of Kuwait Society of
Engineers Chairman, Eng. Faisal Al Atel.
The graduation project evaluation committees, formed by each department, carefully
reviewed all materials to select the best project from each department. In addition,
industrial evaluators from various organizations reviewed the projects for the 8th Engineering
Students’ Graduation Project Exhibition.
The following table shows a comparison between the two events regarding the number of
participating students and total number of projects:
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Petroleum
Engineering

Civil
Engineering

Electrical
Engineering

Total

Fall
2017

Spring
2018

Fall
2017

Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring
2018 2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018

No. of
Projects

11

16

9

11

14

23

3

7

37

57

No. of
Students

50

69

41

47

47

75

10

26

148

217

Semesters
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Fall 2017 Civil Eng. Winners - Hebah Mohammad and Huda
Alqahtani for their project “Using Carbon Fiber in Construction”
supervised by Dr. Ahmed Saad.

Spring 2018 Civil Eng. Winners - Maria Seraidarian, Rehab Khalaf,
Khulood Al-Khaledi, and Nisreen Abo-Seedo for their project
“Pavement Management System (PMS)” supervised by Dr. Taha
Ahmed.

Fall 2017 Electrical Eng. Winners - Mohammad Alsaleh, Ihtasham
Ali, and Abdulmohsen Alsaleh for their project “Autonomous
Measuring System for Rheological Properties of Newtonian and
Non-Newtonian Fluids” supervised by Dr. Mohammad Sabati.

Spring 2018 Electrical Eng. Winners - Abdullah Akbar, Fatemah
Al Dyouli, Muhsen Ali, and Ahmad Al Sadaiqi for their project
“Automated Plants Irrigation Robot” supervised by Dr. Alireza
Gheitasi.

Projects

217

Students
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Mechanical
Engineering

2
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Fall 2017 Mechanical Eng. Winners - Ali Abdullah, Mohammed Gholoum, Majid Al-Mezeedi, Mahdi Alkhudhari, and Hassan Bo-Hamad for
their project “All-Terrain Vehicle” supervised by Dr. Majed Al Sarheed.

Fall 2017 Petroleum Eng. Winners - Abdulaziz Ali, Abdullah
AlHussainan, Mariam AlHarbi, Fahad AlSendi, and Alia AlRaees for
their project “Enhanced Oil Recovery by Smart Water Flooding”
supervised by Dr. Samira Ghafoori.

Spring 2018 Petroleum Eng. Winners - Mohammed Al-Mejadi,
Mohammed Fahmi, Yousef Al-Darakh, Ali Farahat, and Jaber Majli
for their project “Development of Lost Circulation Treatments to
Cure Naturally Fractured Formations and Reservoirs” supervised by
Dr. Mortadha Alsaba.
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Spring 2018 Mechanical Eng. Winners - Theyab Al-Daihani, Faisal Al-Saqer, Fahad AlRashidi, Saoud Al-Othman, and Reem Al-Khateeb for their project “Hover Fly Board”
supervised by Dr. Majed Al Sarheed.

Spring 2018 Mechanical Eng. Winners - Nassir Al-Saleh, Nasser Al-Mukaimi, Yousef Burhama,
Sulaiman Alabdulhadi, and Duaij Al-Thuferi for their project “Design and Construction of an
Underwater Remotely Operated Vehicle” supervised by Dr. Hayder Salem.

Fall 2017

Spring 2018

Event Coordinator: Dr. Mortadha Alsaba

Event Coordinator: Dr. Mortadha Alsaba

Committee Members:
1- Dr. Abbas Amini – Mechanical Engineering
2- Dr. Masoud Rashidi – Petroleum Engineering
3- Dr. Hisham Abdelfattah - Civil Engineering
4- Dr. Michel Nahas – Electrical Engineering
5- Mr. Ayman Al Samad – Mathematics
6- Mrs. Suhad Saeed Al Qouqah

Committee Members:
1- Dr. Wisam Al Saadi – Mechanical Engineering
2- Eng. Mufazzal S. Kabuli – Petroleum Engineering
3- Dr. Farzad Ghodoosi - Civil Engineering
4- Dr. Majdi Mahmoud Al Omari – Electrical Engineering
5- Mr. Azad Sarkissian
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The committee members who worked very hard to ensure the success of the graduation project exhibitions are listed in the
table below:
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SOE

PBL DISCUSSION IN BOGOTA

BY DR. MARTIN JAEGER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
& SENIOR MANAGER - PROJECT BASED LEARNING
CENTER

SOE

HOVER BIKE

BY FAISAL AL SAQER, THYAB AL DEHANI,
SAOD AL OTHMAN, REEM AL KHATEEB, AND
FAHAD AL KHURANEJ

Advisor: Dr. Majid Al Sarheed
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Presentation of the second paper (authors: Eng. Abdullah AlMughrabi, Dr.
Martin Jaeger, Dr. Sayed Soleimani) was received with extraordinary interest.
Spontaneously, the session chair organized the audience into small discussion
groups, and the topic became the focus of excited group discussions that continued
even during the following lunch break.
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From July 3-5, 2017, Dr. Sayed Soleimani and I participated in the International
Research Symposium PBL in Bogota, Colombia. Organized by Aalborg University
(Denmark) and the Technical University of Bogota, the event was a great
opportunity to network with the international PBL community, participate in a
panel discussion and to present technical papers on student motivation in PBL and
using fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to assign weights to PBL outcomes.

Technology has evolved in the past years and so new
inventions were created. Many of these inventions were
successful. The hover bike is a new type of technology
that has many benefits. It can be used for transportation,
rescue missions, entertainment, exploring, and plenty of
other uses. This type of technology can be useful in Kuwait
since we believe that the country is lacking in this area.
The problem that we are facing is that we do not have
many activities in the country as well as lack of scientific
achievements in the region. Therefore, the purpose behind
implementing such a project is to encourage innovation
and add a new source of entertainment. This aerial vehicle
will add a new experience to the person riding it.
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SOE

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF AN EFFECTIVE
LOST CIRCULATION PILL TO CURE HIGHLY
PERMEABLE FORMATIONS

BY MOHAMMAD AL MEJADI,
MOHAMMAD FAHMY, ALI
FARHAT, YOUSEF AL-DARAKH,
AND JABER MAJLI
Advisor: Dr. Mortadha Al-Saba
Drilling fluid severe losses through highly fractured or highly permeable formations is considered
as one of the most critical problems while drilling through these zones; It can result in a costly nonproductive time (NPT) and might lead to catastrophic well control issues. The effectiveness of LCM
treatments is often evaluated in the lab prior to field application.
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The results showed that the developed blends were able to plug and seal the highly permeable
filtration medium effectively. Based on the results, the blends showed a superior performance in
terms of curing the losses in a short period of time, which in turn will contribute toward reducing the
associated NPT and further unwanted consequences.

The purpose of this graduation project is to solve
the problem of traffic congestion in Kuwait City
through proposing a monorail system design
covering crowded areas and destinations such
as the Ministerial Complex, Liberation Tower,
Al-Shaheed Park, and Wahran Park (Shamiya).
There are different methods and software
employed to achieve the purpose of this
research paper, including AutoCAD drawings, 3D
CAD, GIC, detailed maps, survey for collecting
data, scoring model, and risk assessments to
the project phases.
After studying and analyzing available data,
findings reveal that the monorail system is
a smart solution with efficient potentials to
improve transportation movement in Kuwait
City with less space, whether horizontally or
vertically. Also, it is found that the monorail
system has economic, social, and environmental
benefits. This research paper recommends
studying any obstacles or hazards that may
meet the implementation of the monorail
system project in Kuwait through conducting
further research.
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A testing apparatus was developed in-house to simulate and evaluate the effectiveness of a
proprietary LCM pill in curing losses through highly permeable formation. The apparatus consists of a
transparent testing cell, which simulates the filtration medium, to visualize the losses profile through
a gravel bed with porosity up to 40%. The depths of fluid invasion, the fluid loss, and the filter cake
thickness were measured accordingly to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed LCM pill.

Best Petroleum
Engineering
Project for Spring
2018

SOE

MONORAIL SYSTEM IN KUWAIT CITY
BY HEBA ALSULTANI, MOHAMMAD ALSUBAIEI,
FATEMAH ALTAJALLI, YOUSEF ALNAJDI, AND
ALA’A ENKI
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Liquid has always been one of the
most important states of matter.
Various types of liquid are being used
in different parts of the workplace. In
the process of extracting oil or other
resources, drilling is a fundamental and
difficult step. Usually, the drill bit used
in such a process should handle the
intense procedure of passing through
the oilfield layers, and therefore its
size can be massive since it has to
go very deep. In order for the drilling
to keep going, there is a drilling fluid
which is used to ensure that the
drilling machine is not damaged, and
it performs effectively. However, it is very important to know the different types
of viscosity measurement of the drilling fluid for smooth and efficient drilling. The
current problem being faced to calculate the several viscosity parameters is that
it needs more than one device and operation of calculation is a manually based
process which requires a lot of time and the results are not accurate because of
human errors. To solve these issues, in this project we propose an Autonomous
Measuring System for Rheological Properties of Fluids which will allow the user to
obtain the different viscosities of the fluid instantly along with other environmental
parameters in one single device. This system is a novel breakthrough for the oil
extraction company and other industries that require viscosity measurement by
which they will increase the accuracy and production throughout.

SOE

WATER DISINFECTANT
SUBMITTED BY MOHAMAD KURDI

GROUP MEMBERS:
IHTASHAM ALI
ABDULMOHSEN AL-SALEH
MOHAMMAD AL-SALEH
ACADEMIC SUPERVISOR:
DR. MOHAMMAD SABATI,
LECTURER – ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL SUPERVISOR:
DR. AHMAD SEDAGHAT,
LECTURER – MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
“BEST ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
GRADUATION PROJECT” IN THE
ACK ENGINEERING GRADUATION
EXHIBITION
FALL 2017

A simple water disinfectant was created using sustainable materials for use in disaster-relief situations. This device
works by allowing heat to be trapped inside a cavity in order to heat a cup of water to a temperature that allows for
disinfection.
We trapped heat inside the device by using cardboard plates with aluminum covered by clear plastic wrap and we
stored heat by using materials with high heat capacity to make the water inside the cup (copper cup with high-heat
conductivity) reach to 60 Degrees Centigrade (C°) to kill any microorganisms.
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AUTONOMOUS MEASURING SYSTEM FOR
RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF NEWTONIAN AND
NON-NEWTONIAN FLUIDS
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SOE

SENIOR PROJECT FEEDBACK
WITH DR. MASOUD RASHIDI, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR - PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

“I was inspired by the supervisor and my group in this senior project as I
found the topic interesting. At the beginning, I was struggling in some of the
sections but later, with the help of my group and the supervisor, I became
familiar with the material. I was really proud of my team at the end when we
fully understood the topic and in the final senior exhibition while we were
explaining the topic to visitors and seeing their excitement to know more
and more about it.” – Mohamed.
“This journey was the most amazing and unforgettable journey that I had
during my college life. I have learned a lot from my supervisor and my
team. I feel so proud of our accomplishment. Although our project was tiring
because it was so big and it caused me a lot of stress, it was worth it at the
end. I thank God who gave me the strength to complete this project. And
I thank Dr. Masoud, Maryam, Mohamad, and Hasna for their continuous
support and for always being there for me.” – Rawan.

SOE

RECYCLING PROJECT
WITH DR. RANA MALHAS, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR - PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
The purpose of this project was to recycle a tire and get use out of it. I decided to
do a recycled speaker that you can use to enjoy during your time with your friends
and family members. The material used for this project was wood, stereo, 400w
speaker(e-waste) and a transformer with electric power cable.
By: Faisal Al Oun

A floor seating table made out of discarded wood that was used for lifting.
By: Hawra’a AlMutawa’a
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“This research and work gave me a lot of information that I would have
never otherwise learned in ACK, but thanks to Dr. Masoud, he gave us this
opportunity and showed us how things work in the oil and gas industry when
it comes to economics and how to handle risks. Working with such a great
team and an amazing leader made this work so much fun and enjoyable,
what made this even sweeter was the end result, leaving the presentation
with a smile and jumping out of joy was everything I asked for and more,
Alhamdullah.” – Mariam.

My project was an air compressor operated by a syringe. This is a useful project
idea that is made of recycled material. This method is a low-cost solution. It creates
enough air pressure to fill up balloons, or can give oxygen to the water tank for your
fish.
By: Shaikha Al Sanad
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“I’m glad that I worked with such an amazing group and such an amazing
supervisor. I enjoyed every moment of our meetings because they were not
only productive but also full of joy. I will never forget our senior project.” –
Hasna.
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SOE

RECYCLING PROJECT
WITH DR. RANA MALHAS, ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR - PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

SOE

KOC HSSE AWARD 2018 RECIPIENTS
WITH DR. RANA MALHAS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

The purpose of this project was to cool air without using water. It works by a fan
inside a box that circulates the air and with the pressure diameter of the bottles, the
temperature of the air decreases. The materials used for this product were plastic
and cardboard which are recyclable.
By: Abdullah AlOtabi

My project was a prototype of a ‘Rechargeable Air Cooler’ that is made with recycled
items. The fan was also made by a recycled soda can with a motor attached to it,
connected to a rechargeable battery and a spare 9V battery. This project can be
useful for people in poverty stricken countries since it is portable, inexpensive and
very easy to make.
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My project was designed by recycling an oil drum instead of disposing it as a waste.
The oil drum cost was only 1 KD. We cut 30% and use cheap wooden strips, a hollow
steel section as a stand, bush and pin to support. We painted it by gray primer and
blue color. It can be tilted 90 degrees and become a useful seat used outdoor and/or
indoor in houses, parks, etc. The cost of material was around 10 KD and labor charge
was 8KD making the total cost 18 KD.
By: Zainab Khalil
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By: Rabab Mohammad Zaman
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SOE

AN EDUCATIONAL FIELD TRIP
BY MAHRAN SERAIDARIAN

ACK cares about students’ learning process;
therefore, field trips are a vital activity to have
for different majors to job sites and different
locations where students will not need to
visualize complicated ideas as they can see
them in front of their eyes.
Civil Engineering students in their 2nd semester
of their Bachelor’ degree, had an organized
field trip with Dr. Ahmad Saad for the PBL
course which is about engineering design
and management planning. The trip was to a
building which was being constructed so that
students can see and learn the process as well
as link it to their work.
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“Dr. Hisham, a caring professor, who
enjoyed explaining and giving real
life examples to students to make our
learning journey better. Every year, new
concepts were introduced and explained
to students to guarantee that the
knowledge provided is relevant to the
current workplace. Dr. Hisham believed
in the importance of assignments as
when the students solve the work at
home that ensures that he/she can think
and are able to solve it. I couldn’t believe
how fast the class used to pass by as he
always used to say, “You don’t feel the
time when you are having fun”. Classes
were indeed fun with you, our beloved
professor.
Dr. Hisham had advanced and easy
brain exercises to let students think and
understand during the class as well as
offer enough time for the students to ask
about anything not clear during his office
hours. I really enjoyed asking him and
getting answers from his experience to
my questions.
I can’t forget when he asked me once to
explain a problem in structural analysis

to the class which had about 30 students
and when I finished, he said: “You have a
perfect and special method of explaining
things. You explain better than many of
the faculty I have come across.”. I keep
repeating these words in my mind and I
will always remember them, hoping one
day to become a successful professor like
him. Good luck, Dr. Hisham. You will be
missed!” - Mahran Seraidarian
“Dr. Hisham always told me that I have
a special voice tone that I can’t even
whisper in the class. He was always
trying to speak Jordanian and I would
correct his words. His class was the most
enjoyable class I have ever taken.” Nadeen Mahmoud
“He had a unique method of explaining
and connecting ideas in an interesting
way.” - Hejab AlHarbi
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I myself enjoyed the trip and found it really
interesting to learn new engineering topics
as well as relating what I have studied in my
previous years to what was being applied in
addition to having the opportunity to meet and
directly ask the engineers who were working on
site and getting answers from their experience.
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“Every student has a special memory about
his/her lecturer. Mine isn’t just special in
the short term, mine will be memorable
throughout my future career. Dr. Farzad is
my role-model. He gave me the confidence
that I never had. He gave me passion for
engineering. The phrase that Dr. Farzad always
says in front of the class that will always ring
in my ear is: ”Ashkanani, you always make me
proud. Ashkanani doesn’t need a credit, she
owns it by herself!”. Moreover, I learned from
Dr. Farzad that “nothing is impossible, as you
can make anything possible!”. Yet, Dr. Farzad
you never fail to make the class laugh and we
truly will miss that! Thank you for these years
where you made me feel smart and have the

have Mrs. Mona as their instructor were
lucky to obtain knowledge from her,
no matter how long were the hours no
hard working student would’ve felt that.
Due to the amount of information and
her mesmerizing way of explaining, no
wonder with her we all felt the real work
of civil engineers at every class; no class
was long enough, no class was boring,
and every class was full of science and
information.

courage to speak up and also never having a
frown on my face.” - Eilaf Ashkanani
“I don’t think I will ever forget the class i took
with Dr. Farzad. It was the most fun to me
although it was a hard unit. But, Dr. Farzad was
so dedicated to the understanding of students
that he tried his best for us to understand in
all the possible ways! I will always smile when
I remember his classes.” -Maisaa AlEbrahim.
“Dr. Farzad is the sweetest. He would try to
simplify all examples and answer all our
questions.” - Nadeen Mahmoud.
“He did not teach me, but once I wanted
some information so I asked him and from his
answers it was obvious that he had a lot of
experience and for sure he is a kind man too.”
- Hejab AlHarbi.
“Special thanks to ACK for having instructors
that make complicated lessons easy by their
special way of explaining and always there to
solve our problems that we might be facing
during the semester and sometimes to give
lifelong lessons that are based on experience
and work.” - Mahran Seraidarian.

Mrs. Mona Reda: Lebanese, Studied at
Kuwait University, Master’s Degree holder.
Courses taught at ACK: Statics, Engineering
Materials, Steel Structures, Concrete
Structures, Laboratory.

She was there when anyone was facing
difficulties in her subject and sometimes
other subjects too. She offered help all the
time just to ensure the future engineers
are being well prepared. I myself can’t
accept the idea of not seeing her around
the college anymore, although I’m in my
Bachelor’s degree and I can’t take classes
with her but just seeing her around
brings me happiness and motivation. We
all hope to make you proud our lovely,
kind hearted instructor.“ - Mahran
Seraidarian.

“Whenever her name is heard, the first
thing that comes to mind is perfection.
Second, is a caring mother, sister and
sometimes a best friend too. For many
years, students who had the chance to

“A mother to many students, at least
that’s how I feel. Not only students,
but for sure everyone is touched by her
kindness, dedication for her work, and by
her understanding nature. We love her at

ACK and we’re really sad she is leaving us.
She’s a hard worker and she deeply cares
about the students and their knowledge
and that’s what makes her special to us.
I will never forget my days with her as
a student and will always remember the
good image that she left for us; we’re
going to miss you so much.” - Maisaa
AlEbrahim.
“Mrs. Mona was an older sister for all
her students. I owe my high grades to
her because she taught me Statics very
well. She is a star indeed.” - Nadeen
Mahmoud.
“Has a unique personality, loves teaching,
answering the all questions students had.
Treated us all very well.” - Hejab AlHarbi.
“She’s my role model, I’m very honored
and proud that I was one of her students,
I’ll always remember every single
word she said and she’ll always be
remembered. I love you.” - Dina Al Azmi.
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“One of our favorite lecturers and a doctor that
we are all lucky to have in ACK. His special way
of making complicated problems simple and
enjoyable is one of his specialties. His previous
experience made it very useful for everyone to
understand and relate to the material covered.
The friendly environment in the class made
us all feel as one family. I personally enjoyed
each and every class with him and had future
plans of taking other classes with him too.
Unfortunately, we say a farewell to this great
lecturer that was one of a kind.” - Mahran
Seraidarian
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A competition on main concepts of international
business was run between students who were
divided into groups. The job shadow ended
with a role playing scenario by students who
tried to negotiate a contract with a dealer from
a different country with a complete different
culture and way of dealing with business.
Students gave their feedback on the hands-on
experience they gained from the trip and were
very satisfied with the great deal of learning
they acquired. It was an eye-opening experience
on how the theory they study in class is actually
implemented in the real job market.

ACK’s
Business
Management
students played an important role
in organizing various CSR (Corporate
Social Responsibility) activities
this year, as students have been
studying Management Principles
Unit and had the opportunity to
put their new-found management
skills into real life practice to reach
out to the wider community.
They were responsible for planning
and implementing a large number
of activities on and off campus such
as donating clothes and food to the
cleaners and charities, cleaning the
beach, visiting elderly centers, an
orphanage and the autism center,
raising awareness regarding breast
cancer, and many more.
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With the aim of bridging the gap between theory
and practice, on Wednesday 29th November
2017, Mrs. Rola Mourdaa and Mrs. Marcelle de la
Roche organized a job shadow for international
business classes to KAMCO, a leading investment
company in Kuwait city. The job shadow aimed to
present students with operations and challenges
a business faces in real life when dealing with
international markets. The job shadow started
with a presentation by senior executives on
compliance and research that tackle several
markets that KAMCO invests in.
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BY ALEKSANDRA JOVANOVIC, INSTRUCTOR DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT

ELP

GLIMPSES FROM AN ENGLISH LANGUAGE
PROGRAM CLASS
BY YVONNE HODNETT, INSTRUCTOR - ELP
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ACK’s Business Management students played an
integral role in organizing the semi-annual ACK
Health Day, as students have been studying Event
Management this year and had the opportunity to
put their new-found event skills into real life practice.
They were responsible for planning and implementing
a large number of activities for children and adults,
as well as creating a diverse program that included
slippery slides, magic shows, various sports and
educational games in line with the event’s ‘Stay
Healthy All the Way’ theme.
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Graduation
Class of 2017/2018
The final year at the
college is an emotional
one for all seniors.
This section provides
the opportunity for our
graduates to look back
on their time at ACK and
share with us their favorite
memories. We hope you
enjoy the following trips
down memory lane and
of course we wish all
graduates every success
for their future.

92

Yousef Al Najdi

Aisha Al Kindari

Sadaf Ghafoury

Khulood Al Khaledi

Maria Seraidarian

Mohammad Fahmy

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: “Do not be too hard,
lest you be broken; do not be
too soft, lest you be squeezed”
Ali Ibn Abi Talib.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
In love with the historical car
display events.
Me in ten years:
Senior Engineer at Kuwait Oil
Company (KOC).
Advice to Future Graduates:
There are no good or bad
instructors, there are only lazy
and hard working students.

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: None.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
Getting to explore the wonders
of concrete on my own without
any help in the Civil Lab.
Me in ten years:
Working on Anaerobic Digestion
in Kuwait.
Advice to Future Graduates:
Never stop asking questions,
even if they sound stupid.
Being stupid once is better than
staying stupid forever.

Program: Mechanical
Engineering
Quote: “Set your goals high,
and don’t stop till you get
there.” - Bo Jackson.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
Meeting the best friends in the
world.
Me in ten years:
Participating in a project about
renewable energies in Kuwait.
Advice to Future Graduates:
Work hard to achieve your
goals and enjoy your university
life because it’s not going to
happen again.

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: “Faith may move
mountains.” - Joni Tada.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
Getting the chance to learn
something new everyday.
Me in ten years:
Having my own project and
own design company.
Advice to Future Graduates:
Patience and perseverance.

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: “Character cannot be
developed in ease and quiet.
Only through experience of
trial and suffering can the soul
be strengthened, ambition
inspired, and success achieved.”
- Helen Keller.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
Winning
the
‘Best
Civil
Engineering Project’ at the 2018
Graduation Projects Exhibition.
Me in ten years:
Completed my Master’s plan
and working as a project
manager at an engineering
company.
Advice to Future Graduates:
The future belongs to those
who believe in themselves. Get
good, get better, be the best!
It’s all worth it in the end.

Program: Petroleum
Engineering
Quote: “Never say never.” Charles Dickens.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
Getting the first place in my
senior project and passing a
company’s recruitment test.
Me in ten years:
A successful Petroleum Engineer
managing my own company.
Advice to Future Graduates:
With good time management,
you can achieve whatever
target you are trying to reach.

GR ADUATION
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Mohammad Khan

Nisreen Abu Seedo

Raghad Al-Qabandi

Reham Al-Jadi

Zeenah Al Musallam

Rihab Al Fathly

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: “Oh wait, the quote for
ACK year book is due today?” –
Mohammad Hamza.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
Trips to Failaka, Khairan and the
new Kuwait University site.
Me in ten years:
Working on significant projects
which will have positive impact
on society.
Advice to Future Graduates:
Don’t procrastinate.

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: “I had to fight like hell
and fighting like hell has made
me what I am.” - Jacky Fisher.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
Making friendships that will last
a lifetime as well as having the
chance to achieve my goals and
dreams.
Me in ten years:
To be successful in the engineering
field holding a good position
where I can make changes and
improvements to the society.
Advice to Future Graduates:
Keep blooming no matter how
strong the storm is.

Program: Petroleum
Engineering
Quote: “If you are not prepared
to be wrong, you will never
come up with something
original.”- Ken Robinson.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
I was one of the 20 who passed
an exam and interview for a
petroleum company.
Me in ten years:
Professional and successful.
Advice to Future Graduates:
No matter how much you’ve
done, or how successful you’ve
been, there’s always more to
do, more to learn and more to
achieve so just enjoy everyday.
There is no need to stress and
no need to be perfect.

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: “It is never too late to
be what you might have been.”
- George Eliot.
Favorite Memory of ACK: The
group of people I was working
with. My friends and how we
helped and understood each
other and how we were to
encouraged each other.
Me in ten years:
A successful Engineer working
in one of the big companies to
solve the most important world
problems.
Advice to Future Graduates:
Do your best, don’t stress it.
Keep your goal in mind and
never give up from the first fall,
learn from it.

Program: Business
Management
Quote: “Work hard, like every
working hour. If you do the
simple math, say that someone
else is working 50 and you are
working 100, you’ll get twice as
much in the course of a year as
the other company” - Elon Musk
Favorite Memory of ACK:
It didn’t happen yet, but
graduation!
Me in ten years:
A successful person doing what
I love doing the most. If you can
visualize it, you can do it!
Advice to Future Graduates:
Invest in yourself (body,
spirit and mind), it’ll pay off
eventually, trust me!

Program: Civil Engineering
Quote: “You will have failures
in your life, but it is what you
do during those valleys that will
determine the heights of your
peaks.” - Rahm Emanuel.
Favorite Memory of ACK:
I thought I would never miss
the college but now that I
graduated, its the thing I miss
the most.
Me in ten years:
Being part of a big project and
having my own office with my
name outside the door.
Advice to Future Graduates:
Work hard and enjoy doing it.
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